
What is mytaptrack®?
mytaptrack® offers schools an efficient, effective way to track 
and monitor student behavior to make stronger support deci-
sions and improve behavior support programs. Actionable data 
is easily collected, monitored, and reported in real-time using 
simple clicks from a mobile device, patented clicker, or from 
any browser. mytaptrack® eliminates the barriers of collecting 
and reporting behavior data using paper and pencil methods.

Accurate reports can be generated at any time to provide up-to-
date insights into student behavior so that team-based decisions 
can be made quickly and effectively. By giving schools access 
to reliable data, mytaptrack® helps create supportive learning 
environments where students reach their full potential.

Where can mytaptrack® be used?
mytaptrack® has been shown effective in a variety of settings including classrooms, cafeterias, hall-
ways, and anywhere student behavior needs to be monitored. The technology allows educators to 
track and monitor student behavior at any time and from any location. With its intuitive interface and 
powerful reporting capabilities, mytaptrack® helps educators better understand their students’ needs 
and intervene effectively when necessary.

*The mytaptrack® mobile app and patented Track 2.0 clicker do not require the internet to collect behav-
ioral data. To view Student Dashboards and browser tracking, access to the internet is required.
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How does mytaptrack® work?
With mytaptrack®, educators easily and accurately capture student behavior at the time it occurs using 
simple clicks from a mytaptrack® device. Data is instantly sent to a centralized student dashboard, 
allowing educators to monitor students efficiently in real-time. Powerful, actionable reporting 
capabilities enable educators access to on-demand reports that inform support decisions, drive 
effective support strategies, and provide insights to best support students.

Paperless behavior data tracking and monitoring

mytaptrack® redefines the way educators collect and track behavior data. Our customizable devices are 
personalized to fit any learning environment, eliminating manual methods and providing a discreet 
way to monitor student behavior. Real-time data is immediately available to efficiently communicate 
needs, accelerate support, and inform decisions. Plus, mytaptrack® is secure and compliant with HIPAA 
& FERPA standards for medical grade privacy of sensitive student information.

Patented mytaptrack® Track 2.0 mytaptrack® mobile & tablet mytaptrack® desktop & laptop 

• Most discreet mytaptrack® device

• Sync up to 5 behaviors per student

• Multiple students can be registered 
to one clicker

• Send verbal notes to secure student 
dashboards

• Send patented Auto-Alerts & 
Notifications to drive proactive 
support

• Collect and track data using 
your mobile phone, tablet, or 
chromebook

• Send verbal or text notes to secure 
student dashboards

• Includes a prompting tool to assist 
momentary time sampling

• Send and receive patented Auto-
Alerts & Notifications to drive 
proactive support

• Coming Soon- A-B-C Tracking

• Track from any browser

• Includes a prompting tool for 
momentary time sampling

• Provides a detailed operational 
definition for each behavior

• Allows for random student 
comparison tracking

• Send and receive patented Auto-
Alerts & Notifications to drive 
proactive support
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Where is mytaptrack® data measured and reported?
With mytaptrack®, your data is available in real-time for immediate analysis. Student dashboards 
measure and report the data quickly, so you can accelerate student support when needed. Get 
comprehensive, accurate reports to inform support meetings and educational improvement plans, 
or use mytaptrack® to real-time monitor in any classroom. With all of these options, mytaptrack® is 
becoming a trusted tool for educators.

Real-time dashboards & reports
You can easily monitor student progress in 
real-time with mytaptrack®, giving educators 
and administrators the information they need 
to make informed decisions. Comprehensive 
reports measure frequency, duration, and 
behavioral trends, not to mention drill down 
to the exact classroom, subject, or learning 
activity where the data was captured. With 
insights like these, mytaptrack® is an effective 
tool to ensure your students get the support 
they need in the right place and at the right 
time.

Automatic, discreet, proactive communication

With mytaptrack®, you can be confident that critical behaviors are being tracked and resolved. Our 
patented Auto-Alerts & Notifications accelerate intervention and redirection to avoid more serious 
situations. Motivational alerts can be scheduled to share and celebrate the positive things with your 
students – go give a high-five! With these features, mytaptrack® is a powerful and cost-effective 
solution in developing behavior support programs that are more actionable, discreet, and proactive!
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Drill down into the details
mytaptrack® allows you to track behavioral changes quickly and effectively. Reports provide insights 
into exactly when and where behaviors are happening, as well as who is doing the tracking. This 
contextual information gives educators and specialists the opportunity to ask the right questions and 
better support students and teachers in managing and improving behavioral impacts on learning.

Track what you need & share with key stakeholders
mytaptrack® is designed to simplify and enhance any behavior support program or methodology. It is 
flexible, inclusive, and offers extensive customization and personalization options. You can track what, 
when, and how you want while also sharing the data with all essential stakeholders. This makes it easy 
to benefit from customized views of the data. With mytaptrack®, your behavior support programs will 
be stronger than ever!
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Automated parent progress reporting
With mytaptrack®, report generation is 
fast and easy! Our automated parent 
snapshot reports provide accurate, 
automated behavior reports to 
communicate progress with parents, 
increase engagement, and strengthen 
the home-school connection. 
Automatically review the data and 
add notes to better help parents and 
guardians understand their student’s 
progress. Easily save, print, and send 
the reports – saves time and effort! 
mytaptrack® helps improve trust and 
communication between educators, 
parents and administrators – keeping 
everyone up-to-date on student 
progress.

Behavior Impact Report
mytaptrack® makes getting 
comprehensive data for a range of 
dates easy and convenient. With just 
one click, you can generate an up-
to-date Behavior Impact Report. The 
report is printable and presentable, 
making it valuable for student support 
meetings, as well as including in 
student files, binders and for progress 
monitoring. The data is essential 
to help in forming BIPs and IEPs to 
positively impact student learning.
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Who uses and benefits from mytaptrack®?
mytaptrack® is a customizable system that meets the needs of educators, key stakeholders, and 
students alike. With customizable views and reports, you can drive collaboration, gain important 
insights, and ultimately improve student outcomes. Get the flexibility and resources you need to make 
an impact.

• Behavior Specialists 
• Behavior, Inclusion & Resource Teachers
• General Education Teachers
• Case Managers
• School & Special Education Administrators
• PASS Teachers

• BCBAs
• Educational Diagnosticians
• RTI Teachers and Coordinators
• SEL Teachers and Coordinators
• School Counselors & Psychologists
• Students & Parents

How can educators use the data in mytaptrack®?
• Monitoring real-time behavior data to accelerate 

support and reduce critical situations
• Inform BCBAs, LSSPs,  and Behavior Specialists
• Accurate evidence to inform behavior support 

decisions
• Provide ongoing progress monitoring

• Conduct FBAs and other Behavioral Evaluations
• Inform Support Team Meetings, BIPs and IEPs
• Accurate data to adjust behavior plans and refine 

services
• Develop evidence-based behavior intervention 

strategies

How does mytaptrack® help?
Get the real-time insights needed with mytaptrack®! Take advantage of customizable views and reports 
to drive collaboration and gain actionable insights to improve student behavior and learning all while 
eliminating manual methods of data collection, entry, and reporting - mytaptrack® makes it easy.

• Improves accuracy of behavioral data
• Reduces restraints, classroom evacuations, and office referrals
• Motivates students when sharing positive events
• Provides proactive and discreet communication
• Drives strong, team-based decision making and improves home-school connections
• Saves time, effort, and improves fidelity
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What are educators saying about mytaptrack®?
“mytaptrack® allows me to track discreetly so others don’t know. I can redirect students as I 
capture the data with clicks, saving me time, effort, and keeps my focus on teaching.”

- Classroom Teacher

“We finally feel like we are all working together for the best possible outcome for the student. I 
truly believe mytaptrack® can be life-changing for students when used with fidelity.”

- Behavior Teacher

“Without mytaptrack® our department would fall apart. Typically, handling more than 20 cases 
is a breaking point for our program, but mytaptrack® has provided the capacity to handle over 
40 cases and still provide strong support when and when it is needed.”

- Lead Behavior Specialist

“Support can be provided before it becomes a crisis situation which allows all students to stay 
in the classroom and engaged in the material…the availability of the ‘Get Support Now’ button 
is great!”

- Classroom Teacher

“Since mytaptrack® is so easy to use, I was able to focus more on the situation rather than 
taking notes. I was easily able to track the behavior and resolve the situation.”

- Classroom Teacher

“Thank you for making our jobs so much easier!”
- BCBA Evaluation Team

“We are so less reliant on handheld radios and other tools previously used to communicate and 
support behavioral needs.”

- Lead Behavior Teacher

In a recent survey of mytaptrack® users, 100% of respondents answered 
that the data in mytaptrack® is very important when 

making student support decisions.
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The mytaptrack® difference!
Schools are trusting mytaptrack® for a more meaningful and accurate way to measure student 
behavior. Easy-to-use tools increase fidelity and drive team-based collaboration to make better 
support decisions. Leveraging technology, actionable data-driven insights help educators, parents 
and administrators understand student behavior in order to make informed decisions. mytaptrack® is 
essential to improving Behavior Support Programs and student outcomes! Find out how mytaptrack® is 
helping schools today!

• Customizable set-up, views and reports drive any behavior support program and methodology.
• Eliminates manual collection and entry of behavior data
• Improves consistency, velocity, and accuracy of data
• Patented mytaptrack® Track 2.0 clicker
• Patented Auto-Alerts and Notifications create proactive, discreet communication eliminating costly 
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Antecedent-Behavior-Consequence (A-B-C) Tracking Reports
Get ready to revolutionize your data-driven behavior support programs with mytaptrack®’s A-B-C 
Tracking and Monitoring! Coming soon, mytaptrack® will provide you with a comprehensive system for 
tracking, monitoring, and understanding A-B-C data. Get ahead of the game and take advantage of all 
that mytaptrack® has to offer!


